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Abstract. Knowledge Base Question Answering(KBQA) is an important task in NLP domain and equally
difficult. Billions of facts can be accessed with KBQA in efficient way. However, it includes the challenging
part of mapping a natural language question to a structured KB query. In this paper, we extended a previous
work which is based on memory networks with a re-ranking procedure. For carrying out the re-ranking
procedure, we used a relation predictor model which we have implemented using deep learning. The new
procedure re-ranks the top candidate answers given by the previous KBQA model. After re-ranking, our
model outputs the highest scored candidate answer as the output. The experimental results show that our
approach achieves the best result on SPADES (Semantic PArsing of DEclarative Sentences) dataset.
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1 Introduction

Question Answering task is very important and long standing goal in Natural Language Processing. Large-
scale knowledge bases (KB) like DBPedia (Auer et al., 2007)[1] and Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008)[2] have
become important resources for supporting open-domain question answering (QA). Knowledge Base Question
Answering(KBQA) systems answer questions by obtaining information from KB tuples(Berant et al.,2013[6];Yao
et al.,2014[8];Bordes et al.,2015[7];Yih et al.,2015[9]). Each KB tuple contains one head-entity, relation, and
tail-entity. For example, the fact ”Bewkes worked for Time Warner” can be represented as the tuple (Bewkes,
person company, Time Warner). A successful KBQA system will give access to a natural language interface to
billions of facts.

Given a question and a Knowledge base, the task of KBQA is to map the question to appropriate KB tuples
and find the correct answer. The first step in KBQA is to find the topic entity of the question. We used the
entity linking results given by Rajarshi et al.,2017[4] directly without using any entity linker. The second step
would be to find the answer entity from the tuples having topic entity as head entity. We can divide questions
into two types. The first type are the single-relation questions. These questions can be answered by using single
KB tuples. For example, the question ”Bewkes worked for blank ” can be answered using the tuple (Bewkes,
person company, Time Warner).

The second type are multi constraint questions(MulCQ). These questions require more than one KB tuple to
answer correctly and constraints like multiple entities, time constraints, ordinal constraints need to be handled.
For example the question ”Forest Whitaker starred in blank , directed by Mark Rydell” depends on two tuples
(Forest Whitaker,acted films,Even Money) , (Even Money, directed by, Mark Rydell). Yih et al.,2016[9], Yu et
al.,2017[10] handle multi-entity constraint questions and time constraint questions. They generate a multi-
constraint query graph to handle MulCQ and execute this query graph on the KB to get the answer. The multi
constraint query graph generation is a complex process. In our work, we apply a simple re-ranking method
to handle multi-entity constraint questions on top-K predicted answers given by baseline model(Rajarshi et
al.,2017)[4]. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the baseline model. We observed that for some questions even
though the baseline model[4] is failing to give the highest score to the correct answer, often the correct answer
lies in the top few high scored answers. The re-ranking procedure takes top K answers given by baseline model
and tries to give highest score to the correct answer. For this re-ranking procedure, we implemented a deep
learning model(Relation Predictor) which predicts the relation between two entities in the question based on
the question utterance. We discuss this re-ranking procedure in detail in Section 4.

Fig. 1. Baseline model
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Fig. 2. Our approach

We observed that the baseline model is failing to answer some of the single-relation questions also. We
applied the same re-ranking procedure mentioned above to the topic entity as well and found that it improved
the model performance. Since we are applying this re-ranking procedure on the top-K answers given by baseline
model[4], our model can be seen as an extension to their model. Figure 2 shows the work flow of our model.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes some previous works. Section 3 presents
the background knowledge required to understand our approach. Section 4 describes our approach to KBQA
task. The experimental results are shown in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Most of the approaches to KBQA(Yih et al.,2015[9], Yao and Van Durme, 2014[8]) are based on semantic
parsing where a question is mapped to its formal meaning representation and then translated to a KB query.
The answers are retrieved by simply executing this query against the KB. Our work is an extension to Rajarshi
et al.,2017[4] work which uses memory networks for KBQA problem. Along with freebase as the knowledge base,
they also used a text knowledge base, as the freebase is an incomplete KB. Unlike freebase, web text contains
millions of facts that are absent in the KB, but in unstructured form. Figure 3 shows the memory network
model used by them(text KB is not shown in the figure).

Yih et al.,2015[9] used a Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) to find the inferential chain(relation between
topic entity and answer entity). As the training data is not available to train this CNN model, they searched
for the path that connects the topic entity to answer entity in the knowledge base graph and used it as label
relation. Unlike them, we use a Bidirectional Long Short term memory(Bi-LSTM) network along with attention
layer to predict the relation between two entities. LSTM is a special kind of Recurrent Neural Network(RNN).
We generated data required to train this model from SPADES training data, using the baseline model.

3 Background

3.1 Problem Definition

Given a question q with words w1, w2, ..., wn, where these words contain one blank and at least one entity, our
goal is to fill in this blank with an answer entity qa using a knowledge base κ.

3.2 Key-Value Memory Networks for KBQA

MemNNs are neural attention models with an external memory component. MemNNs decouple the memory
component from the network thereby allowing it to store external information. Rajarshi et al., 2017 [4] used
a variant of memory networks called key-Value Memory Networks for KBQA proposed by Miller et al.,2016[3]
where each memory cell consists of a key and value. The attention weight of each memory cell is computed
only by comparing the question with the key memory, whereas the value is used to compute the contextual
representation to predict the answer. Figure 3 shows the key-value memory network model used by Rajarshi et
al.,2017[4] for KBQA task. Each memory cell contains one KB tuple. They took head entity and relation as key
and object entity as value.

The memory component consists of KB tuples related to the question. Let (s, r, o) represent a KB tuple.
Embeddings of s(head entity) ∈ Rd and r(relation) ∈ Rd are concatenated to create the key k ∈ R2d. The
embedding of object entity o ∈ Rd is treated as its value v. Rajarshi et al.,[4] used a bi-directional LSTM to
encode the input question to a distributed representation q ∈ R2d. The attention weight of a memory cell is
computed by taking the dot product of its key with question encoding. Attention weights are converted into the
range [0,1] by using softmax function. Using attention weights and values of memory cell, a contextual vector
ct is computed(ct is attention weighted sum of values). This context vector is fed into the softmax classifier to
predict the answer entity qa from 1.8M entities.
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Fig. 3. Key-Value memory network model used by Rajarshi et al.,2017[4] with only KB. The memory cell with highest
attention weight is shown in green color. In every memory tuple, key is shown in red color and value is shown in violet
color.

4 Our Approach to KBQA

In order to correctly answer many questions, it is enough to find the correct relation between topic entity and
answer, but we do not have the (question, relation) pairs to train such a relation predictor. The baseline model
gives attention weights to each relation and then computes a context vector using these attention weights. The
model feeds this context vector into the final softmax classification layer. Although this model is giving highest
weight to the correct relation most of the time, it is failing to give the highest score to the correct answer in
the final classification layer. For example, for the question ” blank is just releasing their Norton ”, the model
is giving the highest score to company - consumer product relation, but it is giving the highest score to McAfee
in the final layer, while the actual answer is Symantec.

We observed that although the baseline model is failing to give the highest score to the correct answer
for many questions, most of the time the correct answer lies in the top-K scored answers (we used 10,50 and
100 for k value in our experiments). One reason for this is that some of these questions are multi-constraint
questions(MulCQ). In the baseline model, they did not use any special methods to handle these MulCQ questions
and their memory network model alone is not enough to handle them. The second reason might be, although the
context vector which is fed into the softmax classification layer has information about the correct answer entity,
many times it is failing to differentiate between the correct answer and answers close to the correct answer,
thus giving the highest score to the close answers instead of the correct answer. This is due to the fact that the
context vector is the weighted sum of values of memory tuples related to the question(It is calculated based on
all related memory tuples instead of the single correct tuple).

In order to deal with these two problems, we used another deep learning model which we call Relation
Predictor. Figure 4 shows the architecture of this model. It uses a Bi-LSTM network along with an attention
layer. We have generated the data required to train this model from the baseline model. We explain in detail
about this data generation process in Section 4.3. The input to this model is a sentence with two marked
entities(In our work one entity is blank while another one is one of the entities present in the question). The
model has to classify the relationship between these two entities as one of the predefined relations. (SPADES
dataset has 721 predefined relations).

4.1 Re-ranking with Topic Entity

For each question, we consider the top K answers predicted by the baseline model for re-ranking. We convert
each candidate answer score returned by their model into the range [0,1] and use it as the initial score for that
candidate answer. We replace the topic entity in the question with string ’e1’ and give it as input to the relation
predictor. We take each candidate answer entity in the top k answers and the relation predicted by relation
predictor, after which the knowledge baseκ is queried for object entity. If the object entity is the same as the
topic entity of the question then the score for the corresponding candidate answer is incremented by 1.
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Fig. 4. Relation Predictor Model

Fig. 5. Explanation of our approach with an example
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As shown in Figure 5, for the example ” blank is just releasing their Norton” , the baseline model predicts
Symantec as the 2nd best answer and McAfee as the best answer(Symantec is the actual answer to the question).
Norton is the topic entity of the question. ” blank is just releasing their e1” is given as input to relation
predictor that predicts the relation as company - consumer product. When we query the KB with Symantec as
the subject entity and company - consumer product as the relation, it gives Norton as the object entity. As it
is the same as the topic entity, we increment the score of candidate answer Symantec by 1. For other candidate
answers including McAfee, the scores remain the same. As a result of re-ranking step, the candidate answer
Symantec gets the highest score which is the actual answer to the question. When applied to the topic entity,
this re-ranking procedure improved the model performance.

4.2 Re-ranking for Multi Entity Constraint Questions

As mentioned before, multi-constraint questions require more than one KB tuple to answer correctly. We use
the same re-ranking procedure mentioned in Section 4.1. The only difference is that, in order to handle MulCQ,
we focus on extra entities (entities other than the topic entity in the question) instead of the topic entity to
re-rank the top k candidate answers. Consider the example ” blank was the half-brother of Isaac, who was
the son of Abraham and Sarah”. Entity linker outputs Isaac as the topic entity. Abraham and Sarah are extra
entities. The baseline model predicts Ismael as the 5th best answer and Sarah as the best answer. For each
candidate answer and extra entity, we do the following. The extra entity is replaced by the string e1. Suppose
Abraham is the extra entity, we give ” blank was the half-brother of Isaac, who was the son of e1 and Sarah”
as input to relation predictor that predicts the relation as child parent. Then we query the KB with Ismael as
the subject entity and child parent as the relation. It gives Abraham as the object entity. As it is the same as
the current extra entity Abraham, we increment the score of candidate answer Ismael by 1. We do the same for
the extra entity Sarah also. After the re-ranking procedure, the candidate answer Ismael gets the highest score
while scores of other candidate answers remain the same. So, the model outputs Ismael as the answer, which is
the actual answer to the question.

While this approach is helping to correctly answer some questions, for which the baseline model resulted in
wrong answers, we observed that the predictions to some questions are deteriorating. This is due to the fact
that we do not have standard data to train the relation predictor model and the performance of our model
depends on the performance of relation predictor model. This also depends on the performance of the baseline
model. We also observed that, sometimes, this re-ranking procedure is giving the highest score to candidate
answers that appeared in the question. It is highly unlikely that the answer appears in a question. For such
kind of candidate answers, the scores were set to zero. This approach improved the overall model performance.

4.3 Training Data Generation for Relation Predictor

The relation predictor model plays a crucial role in our approach. The performance of the model depends on
how accurately it predicts the relationship between two entities in a sentence. As it is a deep learning model,
we need data to train the model. Since there was no standard dataset available, we generated data from the
baseline model. After training the baseline model fully, we again feed each training sample to the model. For
each training sample, the baseline model computes the score for each memory tuple. We took the relation of the
highest scored tuple as the relation between blank and the topic entity of the question. We replace the topic
entity in the question with string e1. This new question pattern and the relation forms a new training data
sample for the relation predictor model. This simply means that we generate the training data for the relation
predictor model from the training data of question answering model.

Fig. 6. Data generation for Relation Predictor

As shown in Figure 3, for the question ”Volcker was the former head of the blank ”, the baseline model
gives highest weight to the memory tuple (Volcker, person company, Us federal reserve bank). We replace the
entity Volcker with the string e1 to create a new question pattern. So, the pattern ”e1 was the former head of
the blank ” and the relation ”person company” form a new training sample for the relation predictor model.
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5 Experiments

5.1 Evaluation Dataset

We use SPADES (Bisk et al.,2016)[5] as our evaluation data which contain fill-in-the-blank style questions. It
is a large dataset with 93k question-answer pairs and 1.8M entities. However, this dataset contains only the
sentences that have entities connected by at least one relation in Freebase, making it skewed towards Freebase.
We use the standard train, development and test split for our experiments. Train, test and development data
contain 79k, 9.3k and 4.7k question-answer pairs respectively. We use the data pre-processed by Rajarshi et
al.,2017[4].

To train the relation predictor model shown in Figure 4, we generated 79k pattern and relation pairs using
the baseline model from the training data of SPADES dataset. Out of those 79k pairs, we took 70k pairs as
training set and the remaining 9k as development set. We trained the model using cross-entropy loss function,
l2 regularization and Adam optimizer with a learning rate 1e-3. We used the 50-dimensional pre-trained word
vectors used by Rajarshi et al.,2017[4]. The best accuracy returned by the model on the development dataset
was 42.3.

5.2 Results

We downloaded the preprocessed data and code of baseline model available at https://rajarshd.github.io/TextKBQA.
They also provided the pre-trained model. Table 1 shows the main results on SPADES dataset. The baseline
model results in an F1 score of 39.9. The re-ranking approach when applied to handle multi-constraint ques-
tions(MulCQ) results in an F1 score of 40.21 which is a slight improvement over the baseline model. k denotes
the number of top answer entities returned by baseline model that we consider for re-ranking approach. When
applied with topic entity the re-ranking approach gives an improved F1 score of 42.25 which shows that the
baseline is failing to answer some of the single relation based questions also.

Table 1. Results of KBQA on SPADES dataset

Model F1 Score

KV Memory Network Model
(Rajarshi et al.,2017[4])

39.66

Our approach

+ re-ranking for MulCQ
40.21(k=10)
40.01(k=50)
39.84(k=100)

+ re-rank with topic entity
42.20(k=10)
42.25(k=50)
42.13(k=100)

Table 2 shows some of the questions from SPADES dataset which are wrongly answered by the baseline
model, but correctly answered by our approach. Though our approach is improving the overall F1 score, we
observed that some of the questions answered correctly by the baseline model are wrongly answered by our
approach. Table 3 shows some of these questions. This could be due to the fact that we have not used any
standard dataset to train the relation predictor model. This also depends on the top answers given by the
baseline model. For example, for question ”Cambridge College and its programs are authorized in blank .”, the
baseline model gives Massachusetts as the answer which is actually the correct answer, but our model gives
Cambridge as the answer. This is because our relation predictor model predicts the relation between ”Cam-
bridge College and blank as the organization - present city which is not the desired relation. Cambridge is
present in the top-k candidate answers returned by the baseline model. In the re-ranking process, our approach
gives the highest score to the candidate answer Cambridge because of the KB fact (Cambridge college, organi-
zation present-city, Cambridge). For fourth example in Table 3, the desired relation between Disney and blank
is parent organization - child organization, but the Relation Predictor model predicts the relation as company -
person which lead the model to give wrong answer.
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Table 2. Some of the questions answered correctly by our approach but not by baseline model

Question
Answer by

the baseline model[4]
Answer by
our approach

1. Nvidia was founded by Jen-Hsun Huang and blank . 3 dfx Chris Melachowsky

2. Munich is also home of blank , the famous
german auto-manufacturer. Einstein BMW Group

3. Infiniti is blank ’s luxury car division. Toyota Nissan

4. Kutztown University is located in blank Pennsylvania Kutztown

5. blank is located in New York, and the Founder
and CEO is David Karp . My Space Tumblr

Table 3. Some of the questions answered correctly by baseline model but not by our approach

Question
Answer by

the baseline model[4]
Answer by
our approach

1. Cambridge College and its programs
are authorized in blank . Massachusetts Cambridge

2. Paypal is the most secure payment
processor in the blank . United States Ebay

3. General Electric Company is
located in blank . Connecticut Fairfield

4. Disney still runs blank , and Fox. ABC Steve Jobs

6 Conclusion

Open domain question answering is a difficult task in Natural Language Processing domain as it is difficult to
analyze all the information available. We can solve this problem using knowledge bases like Freebase partially,
if not completely. It is difficult for a single model to predict correct answer entity from large entity vocabulary.
So we applied a re-ranking procedure on top-K answers given by Rajarshi et al.,2017[4]’s Key-Value memory
network model. The re-ranking procedure acts as an extension to baseline model. Our work showed that this
style of extending supports the baseline model and improves the overall performance. Our work is mainly based
on understanding textual relations. Understanding textual relations like humans will be helpful in many NLP
applications.
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